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CUSHION 
 
Getting and maintaining "cushion" on any particular play will ensure that the officials involved will 
have a much greater opportunity to rule correctly.  Cushion allows officials a wider, and deeper 
perspective as well as keeps them out of harms way.  The most difficult play to adjudicate in 
football is the one that is right on top of you and you are running for your life.  Tom Fnken of NFL 
fame talked a great deal about "distance being the official's best friend," when he spoke to 
CSFOA a couple of weeks ago.  Last night at our joint crew meeting Randy Campbell from the 
Big 12 spoke about cushion and when specifically referring to side line and pylon plays indicated 
the need to have enough cushion to see the whole body rather than just the feet or just the catch.  
 
Our pre-snap positioning is all about cushion and perspective.  We want our wings on the side 
line.  We want our referee outside the tackle and at least 12-yards deep.  We encourage our 
umpires to be tackle wide rather than right over the snapper.  All of this is to give the particular 
official a wider and fuller view of what is happening on the field. 
 
The deeper and wider referee has the tackle in his view and he can see defenders who have 
succeeded in piercing the offensive line and are a threat to the passer.  This wider perspective 
also keeps the referee from being hooked and having players behind him. It give him more 
periphery.   It also helps make him a better dead ball official when the play is over. 
 
Back Judges are some times prone to let receivers "eat them up" or get to close to them and 
before they know it the ball is there and the play is right on top of them.  With a wider and deeper 
perspective BJ's have a better opportunity to see who is playing the ball, the relation of the ball to 
the players involved and are better able to rule on the timing of the defenders contact on the 
receivers. 
 
The wider look allows the wing officials to get a better perspective on the ball carrier while 
watching blocks a head of the play.  The wider cushion enables them to not have to turn their 
heads as much when having the responsibility of two or more receivers in their zone.  The wider 
looks makes for more accurate marking of forward progress.  It makes wings better dead ball 
officials.  More cushion ensures more personal peril. 
 
Umpires have the most difficult time getting cushion.  Just the nature of the position makes it hard 
to get wide looks.  Lining up over tackles, however, allows the umpire to see both guards and the 
snapper, and give him a quicker read on his three keys than if he were straight on the snapper.  
The wider look for umpires also lets them view more blocks on linebackers. 
 
Obtain cushion, maintain cushion and them close down on the play under control after the ball 
becomes dead. 


